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THE OFFICE PERFORMING ARTS + FILM ANNOUNCES ARTISTS SELECTED

TO PARTICIPATE IN WPA-INSPIRED INITIATIVE ARTISTS AT WORK

IN U.S.-MEXICO BORDERLANDS STATES AND SAN ANTONIO

Initiative Brings Together Artists with Cultural and Community-Based Organizations

to Address Deeply Rooted Economic and Social Issues

THE OFFICE performing arts + film today announces the 21 artists who will participate in Artists At

Work (AAW), the acclaimed workforce resilience program inspired by FDR’s Depression-era Works

Progress Administration (WPA), in the U.S.-Mexico Borderlands states and San Antonio, TX.

THE OFFICE Founding Director Rachel Chanoff said, “We first piloted Artists At Work in the summer

of 2020 as a response to the dire circumstances the COVID-19 shutdown created for artists

everywhere. We knew that this financial precarity—and the widespread belief that artists’ work isn’t

‘essential’—existed long before the pandemic began, and would continue long after economies

restarted. We’re honored to have brought on 58 artists and 4 administrative fellows as salaried

employees with full healthcare benefits, and to have engaged 28 cultural institutions and 29 social

impact initiatives, all of whom contribute to and benefit from the program.”

In the Borderlands Region—Arizona, New Mexico, Southern California, and Texas—THE OFFICE has

worked closely with lead partners Dr. Shelle Sanchez at the City of Albuquerque Department of

Arts and Culture in New Mexico and Leia Maahs at the Southwest Folklife Alliance in Tucson, AZ to

identify five regional cultural organizations, known as Culture Hubs, that reflect different facets of

the region’s wide-ranging cultural identities, practices, and narratives and are engaged in the deep

and meaningful work of leveraging culture in service of the needs of their local communities: Border

Arts Corridor, in Douglas, AZ; Casa Familiar, in San Ysidro, CA; La Mujer Obrera in El Paso, TX; the

City of Albuquerque Department of Arts and Culture; and Southwest Folklife Alliance.

These Culture Hubs will host a total of 15 artists—announced today: Jessica M. Alba, Lorna

Faulkner, and David Tarullo with Border Arts Corridor; Beto Soto and Natalia Ventura with Casa

Familiar; Dale Deforest, J P제피 (formerly Jen Pack / 백희숙), Billy Joe Miller, and Amanda Romero

with the City of Albuquerque Department of Arts and Culture; Victor Casas, and Amalia Mondragón

with La Mujer Obrera; and Keith Johnson, Annetta Koruh, Tanisha Tucker Lohse, and Guadalupe

Mario Valencia with Southwest Folklife Alliance.



In San Antonio, through a partnership between THE OFFICE and the San Antonio Area Foundation,

three Culture Hubs—The Public Theater of San Antonio, The Esperanza Peace and Justice Center

and Carver Community Cultural Center—will host six artists between them: T'Bow Orlan Gonzales

and Tanesha Sumerset Payne with Carver Community Center; Azul Barrientos and Mary Agnes

Rodriguez with The Esperanza Peace and Justice Center: and Irene Chavez Galvan and Maddie

Ramos with The Public Theater of San Antonio. This San Antonio activation of Artists At Work is

supported by a grant from the San Antonio Area Foundation’s John L. Santikos Charitable

Foundation Fund, and will run concurrently with the program in the Borderlands Region.

THE OFFICE, in collaboration with the FreshGrass Foundation, conceived AAW early in the COVID-19

pandemic, as artistic communities were ravaged, careers were halted, and dire financial struggles

ensued. AAW aims to address an urgent need to reimagine the culture sector and how we value

artists’ role in society—a need that the pandemic has starkly revealed, and that has continued as

the public health crisis has abated. Following a pilot in Western Massachusetts, the initiative has

been expanding nationally with $3 million in support from the Mellon Foundation and a two-year

grant from The Hearthland Foundation.

Artists At Work is designed to support the health of local communities through artistic civic

engagement. The program pays artists to keep making art and to apply their skills and creative

thinking in support of their communities; gives support to cultural organizations (called Culture

Hubs) and arts workers in that community to host and work with those artists; and connects both

artists and cultural organizations to local social impact initiatives or community partners working in

areas like child welfare, food and housing security, antiracism, physical and mental health, justice

reform, sustainable and equitable development, environmental justice and climate resiliency, and

immigration.

Participating artists receive a salary for a period of one year, using the MIT Living Wage Calculator

for their respective region as a guide, as well as full healthcare benefits. Following their participation

in the program, they are eligible for unemployment benefits, and may continue healthcare coverage

under COBRA if they choose. Artists working in any artistic discipline qualify for the program; they

must be local to the region, and actively interested in a social practice.

In each regional activation of AAW, THE OFFICE engages a local AAW Field Administrative Fellow to

support the implementation and evaluation of the program locally and play a vital role in

communicating with regional program participants. Artist and educator Gabriela Yadegari, whose

work is largely informed by their upbringing in a multicultural household in Tucson and the larger

diverse creative community of Arizona and the surrounding states, will serve in this role in the

Borderlands and San Antonio regions to coordinate support service for artists. In San Antonio,

Yadegari will be assisted by a part-time program liaison to be announced.



In addition to the Borderlands and San Antonio regions, the national expansion of AAW includes an

activation in Los Angeles, in partnership with the Los Angeles County Department of Arts and

Culture; and the Mississippi Delta region, in partnership with the Sipp Culture; and the Greater

Chattanooga Thrive region, in partnership with ArtsBuild and the Lyndhurst Foundation.

For more information, please visit https://www.artists-at-work.org/.

About the Borderlands Region Artists

Jessica M. Alba (she/her) is a visual artist who was born in Douglas, Arizona, and graduated from

Cochise College this year with an Associate's Degree in Fine Arts. She works in acrylics, sculpture,

digital art, and jewelry-making. She is also an aspiring writer currently working on completing her

first novel. As a Mexican woman, her pursuit of art and writing is often seen as a useless hobby, and

not as something that could give her a real livelihood, so she has dedicated her life and work to

proving that art and literature are vital to any community.

Victor “Mask” Casas (he/him) is an Army veteran and self-taught transfronterizo painter and

muralist born and raised in the Segundo Barrio of El Paso, Texas. He is well-known in the El

Paso/Ciudad Juarez Chihuahua border region for his political murals. Some of his work is in the Juan

Sandoval permanent art collection at the Mexic-Arte Museum in Austin, Texas. In 1994-95, graffiti

became his primary art form, and when he returned to art-making in 2011, after serving in the

Army, he began experimenting with bleach on fabrics, and he used art to deal with his PTSD. He has

recently garnered acclaim for a series of murals entitled Border What!?, featured in The New York

Times. His paintings have been exhibited by MexicArte Museum in Austin, TX. He is currently

establishing a cultural space called Graffinearts, where the community can learn how to use spray

paint and create, restore, and conserve murals.

Dale Deforest (he/him) grew up in the Four Corners area of the Navajo Nation, around Shiprock and

Farmington, New Mexico, graduating from the Navajo Preparatory School in 1995 and then studying

2-D Arts and Photography at the Institute of American Indian Arts (IAIA) in Santa Fe, from which he

graduated in 2000. Deforest works in photography with grainy film and rough edges while

maintaining crisp and cleverly captured moments in a solid frame. His other primary practice is

sequential and 2-D art. He employs high-contrast and thick lines to convey bold imagery matched

with bright and vivid colors. Artwork that can be used to not only express, but captivate and

manipulate thought and action, has always been Deforest’s goal as an artist.

Lorna Faulkner (she/her) is a digital artist who also works in watercolors and acrylics. Faulkner was

born in Mexico and moved to Arizona when at 15. She draws inspiration from her surroundings,

books, anime, and dreams. Faulkner has been drawing all her life and started making art seriously in

https://www.artists-at-work.org/


6th grade, copying screenshots from her favorite animated shows. She now has a Bachelor's in

Media Arts and Animation.

Keith Johnson (he/him) is a percussionist who plays rhythms from Africa and the African diaspora

and a craftsman of traditional instruments such as blekete drums, shekeres, gourd rattles from Togo,

and the 21-string kora harp, as well of as traditional dress such as hats and headdresses. Johnson

has performed in Arizona schools for three decades, using music and storytelling to share traditional

African Folklore. Growing up in Washington, DC, he was introduced to music and culture from his

parents and from attending events like the Smithsonian Folklife Festival, which exposed him to

various African cultures. He has studied with master drummers and musicians such as Yacub T Addy,

C.K. Ganyo, Kendra Sissoko, Arouna Diarra, and Babatunde Olatunji. Through Artists At Work,

Johnson will work with apprentice Rohan Williams to teach the artform of making and playing

drums and other instruments.

Annetta Koruh (she/her) is a Hopi basket weaver from the village of Bacavi on the Third Mesa. She

has been weaving for over 20 years and represents five generations of basket weavers. From her

mother, grandmother, and great grandmother, Koruh learned to harvest and process plants used in

the practice, and to design baskets in ways that reveal aspects of the Hopi way of life and the role of

women within the culture.  Koruh shares the spiritual and healing practice of basket weaving at

schools, juvenile centers, jails, and women’s groups, committed to preserving Hopi tradition and

creating a safe place for people of all ages to come together.

Tanisha Tucker Lohse (she/her) is a member of the Tohono O’odham nation. She was taught

traditional saguaro fruit harvesting at an early age by her mother, Stella Tucker. This harvest is done

every year during the summer months of June and July in Tucson, Arizona and surrounding areas.

The saguaro fruit is harvested and processed into syrup, jam, and wine. The wine is used during the

rain ceremonies which happen after the saguaro harvest is over. This tradition has been a part of

Tohono O’odham culture for hundreds of years.

Billy Joe Miller (he/him) is a queer, self-taught, interdisciplinary artist who creates sculptures,

installations, and public art in response to the natural world. The themes of belonging, shelter, and

sanctuary are integral to his work. As a hospice nursing assistant for many years, Miller

accompanied people through the process of dying. His experiences in healthcare-related sites, as

well as his diagnosis of multiple sclerosis in 2010, have inspired his desire to create accessible public

art for parks, community centers, civic space and healthcare related sites. Originally from San Diego,

California, Miller now lives in the East Mountains of Albuquerque, New Mexico. In addition to his

studio practice, Miller creates collaborative community-based projects and produces public art. His

work has been supported by New Mexico Arts, the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts,

Meow Wolf, Bridge Projects, Tides Institute and Museum of Art, the Speranza Foundation, City of

Palm Desert, City of Brian Head and the National Endowment for the Arts.



Amalia Mondragón (she/he/they) is a Latin Grammy-nominated, transfronterizx, singer-songwriter

born in East Los Angeles and raised in the tri-state Borderplex (El Paso, Texas/Ciudad Juárez,

Chihuahua/ Las Cruces, New Mexico). They have participated in numerous ensembles and

community organizational initiatives on both sides of the border throughout the years and have

worked with La Mujer Obrera on various initiatives over the past 12 years. Mondragón is currently

working on Transfronterizx, an album funded by the National Association of Latino Arts and Cultures

and the Ford Foundation through the Border Narrative Change Grant. Transfronterizx is a concept

album that seeks to amplify the unique life of the transfronterizx—people who transit and navigate

the U.S.-Mexico border as a way of life—through the lens of two-spirit: Tereso Perfecto

Contreras/Amalia Mondragón. The album includes original compositions inspired by various genres

that Tereso/Amalia grew up listening to. It is a mixtape experience for the modern playlist age,

creating intimate connection and community through lyrics, language, music, and emotional

soundscapes that evoke the trans-border experience. Amalia Mondragón and Tereso Contreras hope

to spark conversations and shift narratives around gender fluidity, xenophobia, border life,

migration, and underrepresented communities.

J P 제피* (s(he), (he)r, we) is a bicultural and bigender artist, color explorer, tree climber, and

truthseeker who has created home in Albuquerque, New Mexico. S(he) is a survivor, queer, and the

child of an immigrant survivor of the Korean war. J P challenges dominant narratives and creates

inceptive spaces in a practice of spiritual activism and exploration of the porous relationship

between truth, beauty, and identity. This examination is the outgrowth of continual struggle for

safety in body and soul in an interdisciplinary practice that synthesizes tensions and collapses

genres, spaces, identities, and norms. (He)r work exists in an ontological space and presents stories

of ritual integration and spiritual journeys. J P was named one of the 12 New Mexico Artists to Know

Now in 2022.

*formerly Jen Pack / 백희숙

Beto Soto (he/him) is a Mexican and queer photographer who focuses on portrait and documentary

photography. Soto has been a Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) recipient since 2016

which catapulted his work ethic to a new level. His work explores self- identity, immigration status,

and the layers of the LGBTQ+ community. Using his camera, Soto addresses these issues through his

personal experience within these topics. Soto's work has been exhibited at the Museum of

Photographic, Chicano Art Gallery, Centro Cultural de la Raza, San Diego History Center, The Brokers

Building Gallery, and Riverside Art Museum. He is also a self-taught painter and has exhibited his

photographs and paintings in San Diego, Los Angeles, New York, and Detroit. Soto exudes resilience

and perseverance through his work ethic and inspires his community through his images.

Amanda Romero (she/they) is a queer latina experimental artist and musician based in

Albuquerque, NM. She was born and raised in Santa Fe, NM. Her work incorporates sound, coding,



colcha embroidery, tinsmithing, video, photography, and performance. Her work focuses on the

interconnectivity of humans and environments, and she weaves technology and traditional art

practices together in large-scale sound and video pieces and performances. Romero received a

Master of Arts in Liberal Arts from St. John’s College. She is also an educator and curator and a

founding member of fourteenfifteen gallery and the L.o.A. Collective. She plays drums and guitar in

a number of local bands, including Karen and Show Pony and plays solo as Madrina. She has

exhibited nationally and internationally and is currently working on an immersive sound art

exhibition and a collaborative project with artist Paula Castillo for SITE Santa Fe, debuting in Spring

2023.

David Tarullo (he/him) has been working in ceramics for over 20 years and has used clay to create

art in many forms, ranging from large-scale sculptures and installations to intimate figurative and

abstract works. For the past two years, he has been developing a functional ware company, Lōm

Ceramics, with his partner Risha Druckman, that explores the juxtaposition of modern forms with

traditional surfaces. Tarullo earned his Bachelor of Arts from Sarah Lawrence College and studied

wood-fired ceramics at Northern Arizona University. He then moved to Montana, where he studied

with ceramicists Trey Hill, Julia Galloway, and Beth Lo, earning a Master of Fine Arts degree from the

University of Montana. He has taught sculpture, ceramics, and three-dimensional design at colleges

and universities, and his work has been shown throughout the Western United States, including solo

exhibitions: Ceramics and Light, Embracing the Box, and Exploring Structural Integration.

Publications include State of the Art: Installation, Site Specific Art #2, and Cast. Tarullo’s sculptures

are in the permanent collection at the American Museum of Ceramic Art and the Montana Museum

of Arts and Culture.

Guadalupe Mario Valencia (he/him) is best known for his figurative work of the Yaqui

Deer Dancer that communicates between the Sewa Ania (Flower World) and Our

World. His work blends contemporary and abstract backgrounds with visuals he

acquired as a ceremonial participant in the community of Old Pascua. He grew up

immersed in the Yaqui culture and is on a lifelong journey to learn the oral stories and

customs of his people and Kohtumbre Ya’ura (Lenten Society). Valencia has begun to

experiment with modern mediums such as screen printing and digital arts in creative

works focused on ceremony, religion, rebellion, and tradition. Particularly, on

raising awareness of the current issues faced by all tribal nations. Valencia is a co-

founder of 1519 Rebellion, a Native American art collective aimed at reframing

Indigenous cultural imagery to highlight the proclamation by many tribal nations, “We

Are Still Here.”

Natalia Ventura (she/her/ella) is an interdisciplinary artist, activist, and abolitionist from Chula Vista,

California. She earned a B.A. in Peace Studies with a self-designed minor in Aesthetic Activism from

Chapman University in May 2021. Studying nonviolence in college led Ventura to discover a passion



for art as a tool for social change. Her work often reflects her Mexican-Cuban-American

triculturalism and border-dwelling experience. She aims to build an art practice that simultaneously

transforms herself and her community through radical love. Ventura is currently engaging in

self-healing, community organizing, and art-making in the San Diego-Tijuana borderlands.

About the Borderlands Region Partners

The City of Albuquerque Department of Arts and Culture, in Albuquerque, NM

Albuquerque is a culturally rich community, due largely in part to the efforts of the City's

Department of Arts & Culture. With 19 Public Library branches, two museums, two performance

theaters, a zoo, aquarium, botanic garden, and popular fishing ponds, numerous large- and

small-scale family-friendly events and activities, a vast array of Public Art, the historic plazas of Old

Town, government/community television, and much more, the department sustains Albuquerque's

quality of life at a high level for residents and visitors alike. The mission of the Department of Arts &

Culture is to enhance the quality of life in the city by celebrating Albuquerque's unique history and

culture, and providing services, entertainment, programs, and collections that improve literacy,

economic vitality, and learning in state of the art facilities that enrich city life and increase tourism

to Albuquerque.

Southwest Folklife Alliance, in Tucson, AZ

Our mission is to build more equitable and vibrant communities by celebrating the everyday

expressions of culture, heritage, and diversity rooted in the greater Southwest and U.S.-Mexico

Border Corridor. Nationally, we amplify models and methods of cultural work that center traditional

knowledge. We are a non-profit affiliate of the University of Arizona in the College of Social and

Behavioral Sciences and the State Folk & Traditional arts partner for the Arizona Commission on the

Arts through the National Endowment for the Arts. We do this by 1. Producing festivals and public

programs that increase understanding and respect for folklife practices, 2. Providing direct support

to heritage-based artists in the region. 3. Documenting folklife and amplifying the voices of artists

and cultural workers engaged in folklife practices. Our role is to create, uplift, and maintain the

platforms where artists and ethnic/traditional/heritage innovators animate the foundation of

community, and their folklife, on their own terms.

Border Arts Corridor, in Douglas, AZ

Border Arts Corridor (BAC) is a nonprofit organization, committed to serving both Douglas and its

sister city across the border. BAC began as a series of small outdoor art experiences on G Avenue,

the major street in downtown Douglas. This ultimately grew into a bi-national Artwalk, then an arts

service organization, creating opportunities for artists on the border. BAC is proud to focus on



creating art with and for the Douglas and Agua-Prieta communities, bringing together artists of

national stature with the artists living and working on the border. As nationally recognized artists

have begun to interface with the community through BAC, it has cultivated a sense of pride and

community self-esteem. At the same time, investment in the artists already living and working on

both sides of the border here has strengthened a sense of self and civic engagement for residents.

Casa Familiar, in San Ysidro, CA

Casa Familiar is the leading service and community development organization in the community of

San Ysidro, California, providing over 40 bilingual programs and services at six different sites in the

community. Programs range from Civic Engagement to Health & Social Services, Arts & Culture to

Education. The Arts & Culture arm of Casa Familiar was strengthened 15 years ago with the

foundation of The FRONT Arte & Cultura, a community art space, performance and meeting venue

for artists and residents. Since then, the FRONT has been organizing art exhibitions, such as the

Annual Dia de la Mujer Art Exhibition, that soon became a tradition in San Diego and it is now

celebrating its 15th anniversary. Our paid Art Docent Program, paid Workforce Development and Art

Apprenticeship Programs for youth have been happening for 6 years now. Over 80 youth have

benefited from those programs. We also organize workshops, performances, talks and several other

artistic and cultural events relevant to the binational artistic life of our community, while also

keeping an eye and participating in the international arts scene.

La Mujer Obrera in El Paso, TX

The mission of La Mujer Obrera is to develop and use our creative capacity to express the dignity

and diversity of our Mexican heritage, from indigenous Mesoamerican roots to contemporary

expressions, and to develop and celebrate our community through economic development,

community building, community health and civic engagement. La Mujer Obrera has been located

since its inception in 1981 in what was known as the Garment District. La Mujer Obrera has been

grounded in an educational approach that prioritizes both a community-based praxis and values

local knowledge, specifically from working-class Mexican women in the local community.

Our collective vision in La Mujer Obrera is to create a thriving community in which Mexican heritage

is continually affirmed and celebrated, where Mexican arts traditions are fully known,

acknowledged for their artistic merit, and shared in a free, intergenerational space. We have used

teatro, murals, music to express the struggles and aspirations of the workers and our community.

We work with intention in the Chamizal neighborhood, dedicating years of organizing and cultural

events planning to strengthen its cultural identity and social bonds. By centering ancestral art and

cultural practices (food traditions), we create alternatives to contamination and blight that exist in

our community.



About the San Antonio Artists

Irene Chavez Galvan (she/her) is a poet, playwright, storyteller, and entrepreneur.

Las Cochinas Christmas, a play she wrote and directed, was featured in the Teatro Salon at the

Guadalupe Cultural Arts Theatre. She also co-wrote the screenplay for the short film The Prey. In

2017, the City of San Antonio Department of Arts and Culture, with support from Gemini Ink, chose

her poem “Esperanza” as part of the 30 Poems for the Tricentennial, an anthology compiled by a

panel of nationally recognized poets and tell the story of San Antonio, celebrating the city’s people,

places, and history. Her work has been published in the St. Mary’s University Pecan Review.

T’Bow Orlan Gonzales (he/him) has been a professional musician—composer, vocalist,

multi-instrumentalist, and producer—for 49 years, and a music instructor for 23 years. His many

instruments include djembe, congas, bongos, talking drum, udu, sangban, kenkeni, slit drum, cajon,

quica, ago go bell, keys, flute, shakere, lalimba, and drum programming. His numerous albums and

other projects blend jazz, funk, R&B, Afro-Brazilian and African music, and worldbeat.

Tanesha Sumerset Payne (she/they) is a movement artist based in San Antonio, TX, who performs,

choreographs, educates, and advocates for all things dance. She holds a BFA in Dance

Studies from Texas State University and an MFA in Choreography from Jacksonville University. While

she values academia and the doors it has opened for her, she draws equal inspiration from her life

experience that helps to develop her creative processes and affective presence. Tanesha's

appreciation for humanity fuels her passion for movement and supports her love of collaboration

which has provided her various opportunities such as being a Wolf Trap teaching artist, an Arch

Dance Company member and features in commercials and films. Tanesha is passionate about the

communal nature of dance and the simple fact that it allows our bodies to speak.

Madeline Ramos (she/her) is a queer artist and native San Antonian. Being from an immigrant

family, and raised in a multicultural background (Filipinx-Chicanx), the concept of identity and labels

has always been interesting to her. Drawing inspiration from growing up on the Westside of San

Antonio, she is driven by a strong sense of community and is committed to fostering it where she

can. Ramos She aspires to create collaborative spaces where art isn’t just encouraged, but

inevitable. Her mediums include devised theater, scriptwriting, poetry/spoken word, performance

art, ephemeral installation, photography, and digital mixed media, and she combines them in work

that is playful and nuanced. She will explore violence against womxn and their bodily autonomy,

immigration, and environmental racism.

Mary Agnes Rodriguez (she/her) was born and raised in San Antonio, and is a painter, muralist, and

ceramicist whose work is informed by her social justice activism and Westside cultural preservation

efforts. Her iconic works are found throughout the Westside of San Antonio. Rodriguez has

collaborated closely with San Anto Cultural Arts and Esperanza Peace and Justice Center's Mujer



Artes Cooperativa de Esperanza. Exhibitions include the Esperanza Peace and Justice Center, Texas

Women’s Museum (Dallas), Centro Cultural Aztlan, Gallista Gallery, and 1906 Gallery. "Art is work,

Art is vida," Rodriguez commented in a recent interview.

Azul Barrientos (she/her/ella/la) is a musician dedicated to observing and preserving the cultural

influences and interconnections between Latin America, Africa, Europe, and Mexico. Born in Mexico

City, she moved to the United States as a young woman, developing a reputation for building

bridges between Mexicana and Chicana cultures. Her career has focused on preserving traditional

songs from Latin America and exploring their diverse musical histories. Root’s monthly concert,

Noche Azul, features unique musical selections, cultural and historical research, set design,

multimedia projection, and diverse guest musicians. The sounds and genres of Noche Azul have

included boleros, rancheras, tangos, folk, jazz, Afro-Latino, corridos, and more. Barrientos is

currently recording her upcoming album and pursuing a degree in Interdisciplinary Studies from

Berklee College of Music.

About the San Antonio Partners

The Public Theater of San Antonio

The Public Theater of San Antonio creates dynamic professional theatre and arts programming that

unites the diverse communities of San Antonio and enriches the quality of life in our city through

transformative storytelling that reflects the human experience. The Public Theater’s vision is that we

play an integral part in the cultural and economic vitality of San Antonio, uplifting our city as a place

where great artists are developed and where great artists live, unifying neighbors and patrons

through the experience of theatre. Our artistic vision is that TPTSA produce high-caliber, masterful

theatrical productions that are made in San Antonio, with a style and expression unique to our local

culture and theatre, in an inclusive, equitable, and collaborative environment. The Public Theater of

San Antonio is the longest running theater in South Texas, producing shows in one of the country's

oldest municipally run playhouses. It was established in 1912 as the San Antonio Dramatic Club and

incorporated on April 6, 1927 as the San Antonio Little Theatre. The Public Theater has seen many

company and leadership changes over the last century, operating as a community theater and

transitioning in 2017 to the only AEA union theater of professional productions produced here in

San Antonio. Under new leadership as of Fall of 2021, The Public Theater of San Antonio is

transforming and growing, focusing programming and outreach efforts on developing new

audiences, better reflecting the diverse people of San Antonio, and working to contribute to San

Antono's vibrant cultural economy and quality of life.

The Esperanza Peace and Justice Center

The Esperanza Peace and Justice Center is a 35-year-old multidisciplinary arts and cultural

organization, built around a vision of social justice and cross-cultural understanding. We are



committed to serving low-income and marginalized communities, preserving San Antonio’s unique

cultural heritage, and nurturing local and emerging artists.

Esperanza produces and presents programs that provoke dialogue, honor traditional cultures,

nurture new aesthetics, renew the soul, break stereotypes, build communities, emancipate people,

and educate about the critical importance of art and expression. Esperanza preserves and promotes

artistic/cultural expression of and among diverse communities. We believe that to create positive

social change, individuals must be culturally grounded, confident in their voices, and certain of the

value of their contributions. Art and culture connect us to our histories and plant the seeds for our

self-worth. We seek to increase access of marginalized groups to artistic expression and bridge

communities through accurate and respectful cultural understanding. From our MujerArtes Clay

Cooperative to year-round exhibits, our annual Mercado de Paz and Paseo por El Westside festivals,

to the gathering of oral histories of our elders, Esperanza celebrates the power of art to transform

lives.

Carver Community Cultural Center

The Carver Community Cultural Center (The Carver) is a multicultural and multidisciplinary

performing and visual arts center with an emphasis on preserving and celebrating the artistic and

cultural contributions of the African Diaspora. Located in the heart of San Antonio’s east side

community, the Carver’s history as a cultural and civic hub dates back over 100 years; serving first as

the library for San Antonio’s black community during segregation.  Today, the Carver harnesses the

power of the arts to build community, strengthen cultural identity, support development and

nurture health and well-being. By collaborating with artists from throughout our community and

around the globe, the Carver presents performances, arts education and community engagement

programs that support a more inclusive, equitable community rooted in the belief that all

individuals, communities, and cultures have value. The Carver further believes that equitable access

to arts experiences and education is an essential right and critical asset in supporting the health and

well-being of all individuals and communities.

San Antonio Area Foundation

The San Antonio Area Foundation (SAAFdn) has served as the region’s community-giving

headquarters for nearly 60 years, growing to become one of the top 20 community foundations in

the nation. The Area Foundation serves as San Antonio’s most trusted and impactful philanthropic

partner, managing more than 500 charitable funds with nearly $1 billion in assets. The Area

Foundation supports hundreds of nonprofits every year – including nearly $72 million at the height

of the coronavirus pandemic in 2020 – and operates more than 100 scholarship funds and has

granted more than $37 million invested in our future leaders since 1969. Learn more at saafdn.org.



About THE OFFICE performing art + film

THE OFFICE performing arts + film develops, produces, and presents art that makes a difference.

THE OFFICE works with artists across all disciplines who strive in their practice to illuminate and

advance causes that move them, and we partner with presenting organizations that bring

meaningful (and fun!) work to the public. Our goal is to create spaces for art to do the things it’s so

good at doing, in our individual lives and our collective life in society as a whole: to uplift and

inspire, to explain and reveal, to entertain, to challenge and hold to account, and to act as a catalyst

for change.

We are an independent performing arts and film curator and production company based in New

York and London that works in ongoing partnerships with festivals, venues, and institutions to create

cultural programming that is unique and mission specific. We produce events around the world and

consult on programming with organizations ranging from museums to universities to libraries to

performing arts centers to philanthropies. We work in both the nonprofit and commercial arts

worlds, and we have a special focus on making art happen that has a positive impact on society.

As creative producers, we help artists we love to realize their vision by taking projects through all

stages of creation: from concept, creative development, fundraising, and commissioning to tour

planning, company management, and performance. We are honored to have produced work around

the world with William Kentridge, Carrie Mae Weems, Angelique Kidjo, Theater of War, Rithy Pahn,

and many others. Social justice and equity, race, gender, sustainability, and democratic ideals are

common threads in the projects we help put out into the world.

As curators of performance and film we work in partnerships with all manner of institutions and

organizations to create cultural programming that speaks to these partners’ missions and responds

to the communities they serve.

We also draw on our experience as producers and curators to help institutions think through or

rethink what their cultural platforms look like. We specialize in working with a new institution or

venue before it opens to design its artistic program and operational model from the ground up.

As a business, we strive to create a culture that is inclusive and supportive. Everyone on the team

has a voice, and our process is highly collaborative; we learn from one another, and we have a lot of

fun doing what we do. Part of our project as an office is to develop a young generation of creative

producers and curators whose perspectives will help to shape how art functions in society, as we

move forward together into the exciting unknown of the future.

# # #


